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Blocaganda

2-4 players

30-60 minutes

Ages 8+

You are both contenders in the mayoral election of
Bloc City. In order to gain victory, you need to be the
first to secure the backing of 12 city councillors!

Place tokens of
your colour in the
shape of the solid
voting pattern to
claim the policy and
gain a councillor.
If the red player has
an appearance
token in this
location, they can
gain another
councillor.
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Gameplay
On your turn, you may take the following actions in
the order shown.
1) Move your Agent up to twice,
2) Influence the citizens of Bloc City,
3) Claim policies to gain the backing of councillors.

1) Move

You can move your agent and stop them on top of
campaign tokens, but they cannot move or stop on
top of the other agent.

Policy Platform

Shuffle the policy statements and political favours
separately and place three of each face up next to
the board.
Place the campaign tokens in easy reach.

Sonja Price

Policy Statements (12)

Red is the starting player. Blue places a debate token in one
of the highlighted spaces.

Your agent may be moved up to twice per turn. They
can be moved into an unoccupied adjacent (not
diagonal) space.

Agents (4)

Bloc City Board (1)

The blue player starts with a newspaper token
below their agent, while the red player starts with a
social media token beneath their agent.
The youngest player is the starting player. The
second player may place a debate token in any of
the eight spaces surrounding their agent.

The starting player begins the game.

Setup
Campaign
Tokens

Policy Pl atf orm

Either player can
gain another
councillor, by
placing a token of
their colour in this
space.

Symbols

Players secure the backing of councillors by
claiming policies that match voting patterns on the
game board. The patterns are created by players
influencing citizens to their side.

Government

If the blue player
has a newspaper
token in this
location, they can
gain another
councillor.

Governance

Overview

Policy Topic

Governance

Blast your political message through all forms of
media to claim mayoral dominion over Bloc City!

Policy Platform

Blocaganda

Anatomy of a Policy Statement

Place the vote marker on the “0” space of the
councillor track.

The blue player moves their agent sideways once, then up once
to land on the blue token.
The blue player would not have been able to move their agent
down, as the red agent was standing in that space.
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2) Influence
You can either a) Place a campaign token adjacent
to your agent or b) Flip over a campaign token
underneath your agent.
a) Place

Place a campaign token
(of either colour) on an
unoccupied, adjacent (not
diagonal) space to your
agent. A token cannot be The red player has chosen to
placed under an agent.
place a red token to the right

Move your vote marker up the councillor track the
number of spaces equal to the number of votes
scored:
for making the voting pattern in
1 vote
campaign tokens of your colour.
for extending the voting pattern to
+1 vote
include the bonus space.
for having the specified campaign token
+1 vote
for your colour in the correct location.

The first player to score 12 votes is now mayor of
Bloc City! Congratulations! Otherwise, the player with
the most votes wins. If you draw, the player with the
Governance card is the winner.

You cannot use tokens underneath your opponent’s
agent as part of the voting pattern to claim a policy.

Please record audio or video as you play the game
as it will help to improve future versions immensely!

The red player places a red token in the centre space. The two
blue tokens adjacent (not diagonal) are changed to red. The
blue token underneath the agent is not affected.

b) Flip
Flip over a campaign
token that is underneath
your agent.

Government

The blue player has created the voting pattern on the
Government policy statement. Therefore, the blue player may
claim the policy and score two votes; one for creating the solid
voting pattern and one for having a newspaper token in the
required location. The third vote, for the bonus space, cannot be
scored as the required token is underneath the red agent.

After scoring votes, campaign tokens used to
present the policy are returned to the token pile.
Select one political favour to keep.
Reveal a new policy statement, if there are any
remaining, and political favour, from their respective
decks.

The red player has chosen to
flip over the blue token their
agent was standing on to red.

3) Claim
You may claim a policy statement and place it on
your policy platform, if you can match the voting
pattern on the policy to one you have created on
the board in your colour.
Full Colour P&P

Blind Playtest Recording

Tips & Tricks
Government

of their agent.
When a token is placed,
all adjacent (not diagonal) campaign tokens, except
those under agents, are changed to match the
colour of the token placed.

Winning the Game

Here are some tips and tricks that can help you
when you play your first game:






Protect spaces with two or more of your tokens
adjacent to the space, as your opponent will
likely try and convert both of those tokens with
one of their own.



Don’t move your agent too far from your
opponent’s agent. This way you can always
disrupt their plans and convert more of their
tokens.



Look for common patterns of sold squares in the
policy statements and build those before
expanding out to gain bonus councillor votes.



Claiming the Governance policy when it appears
can help, as the player with that card wins in the
event of a draw.

Political Favours
Political favours may be used at any point during
the turn of the player who owns the card.
They may not be used in the turn the player claims
the card.
Once the effect of the favour has been resolved, the
card is placed in a discard pile near the political
favours deck.
Page 2

It is usually better to place a token and convert
one of your opponent’s tokens than to flip over
and existing token.
Select political favour cards with the intent of
using them, instead of for keeping them or to
prevent your opponent from using them.
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Political Favour Card Explanations

Four Player Variant

Lillie Craig
When you place a token, select up to two
diagonally adjacent tokens to convert, instead of all
the vertically and horizontally adjacent tokens.

Work in pairs to make sure your party claims
legislative dominion over Bloc City

Emma Marsh
When you are behind your opponent by 3 or more
votes, you may place two additional tokens at any
point during your turn, including during your Move
action.
Victoria Myers
When your agent is in the center space in the city,
your opponent may not end their turn with their
agent in any of the eight spaces surrounding your
agent.
Ava Mason
If you have filled all of the other spaces required on
the policy statement with tokens of your colour and
the bonus space is unoccupied on the board, you
may claim the policy as if it had the bonus space
filled.

Full Colour P&P

Political
Policy
Statements Favours

Councillors

Drake Downs
Flip any one of the opponent’s tokens on the board,
except those under agents, even if you are not
adjacent. This does not convert any of the adjacent
tokens.
Leon Robertson
If your agent is adjacent to your opponent’s agent,
then you may slide them as far as you want,
vertically or horizontally, up to the edge of the city.
The opponent’s agent may not pass through the
player’s agent.

Campaign
Tokens

Policy Platform

Joshua Mills
Place an additional token at any point during your
turn, including during your Move action. Your
opponent may also place an additional token, at
any point during their turn.

Setup

Feedback

Thank you for taking the time to playtest
Blocaganda! Please take a few minutes to complete
a playtest feedback form!

Rules v4.0
Feedback Form

https://goo.gl/ft0XCB

Councillors
Policy Platform

Shuffle the policy statements and political favours
separately and place three of each face up next to
the board.
Place the campaign tokens in easy reach.
Place the vote marker on the “0” space of the
councillor track.
The youngest player is the starting player. Players in
different teams alternate taking turns. e.g. Blue
player 1, Red player 1, Blue player 2, Red player 2...

Rules Amendments

Two player rules apply, with the following
amendments,
1) Move - Players may move their agent through the
space occupied by the agent of their team member.
3) Claim – The minimum voting pattern required to
claim a policy is five blocks, gaining 1 vote.
+1 vote: Having the specified campaign token for
your colour in the required location.
+1 vote: Having the other specified campaign token
in the required location.
Favours - Players in a team share political favours.
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Replace one of your
tokens with an unused
token of your choice.

Choose one of your
tokens. It cannot be
converted during the
next player’s turn.

When you place a
token, select up to two
diagonally adjacent
tokens to convert.

Swap the position of two
of your tokens.

Your agent can move
one additional space
this turn.

Place a token under
your own agent. It
converts adjacent
tokens.

Edgar Baker
Mitchell Black
Joann Moran

Arthur Clark
Michael Singleton
Rosaline Hopkins

Samuel Valdez
Joseph Marks
Lillie Craig

Shift one of your tokens
into an adjacent
unoccupied space.

Convert the token
beneath your agent
when you place a token
adjacent.

Place a token in a
space diagonally
adjacent to your agent.

Front
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Place an additional
token. Your opponent
may do the same during
their next turn.

Swap the position of
your agent with the
position of your
opponent’s agent.

When you are behind
by 3 or more votes,
place two additional
tokens this turn.

Flip an opponent’s
token. No adjacent
tokens are converted.

Slide an adjacent
opponent’s agent as far
as you want in a
straight orthogonal line.

When your agent is in the
middle space, your
opponent’s agent cannot
end their turn in any of
the spaces adjacent.

Sebastian Hopkins
Samuel Parker
Ava Mason

Drake Downs
Leon Robertson
Victoria Myers

Joshua Mills
Benjamin Edwards
Emma Marsh

You may place a token
at any point during your
agent’s movement.

When your agent is in a
corner, place up to three
tokens in adjacent
unoccupied spaces.

Claim a policy as if the
bonus space was filled.

Front
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When this card is
revealed, discard all
face-up favours and
reveal three new
favours.

Choose one favour in
the discard pile. Discard
this card to resolve its
effect.

Claim a policy using a
token under your
opponent’s agent.

When this card is
revealed, shuffle the
discard pile back into
the deck. Discard this
card. Draw a new card.

Take one of your
opponent’s favours.
Your opponent takes
the top card from the
favours deck.

Claim a policy by using
the mirror image of the
pattern shown on the
policy.

Xavier Barton
Alexander Collins
Kristine Chandler

Jack Barnes
Maxim Keller
Courtney Curry

Declan McDonald
Peter Johnston
Sonja Price

Choose one of your
opponent’s favours.
Discard this card to
resolve its effect.

Change the targeted
agent of any favour
card used this turn.

Claim a policy using
your opponent’s symbol
on the pattern.
(Max: 4 votes)

Front
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